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…a definition

The process of identifying and creating 
specifications that optimize the function, 
appearance and value of products and 
processes in order to generate commercial 
advantage.

Design



Through-coloured 
MDF

Developed in Germany by BASF

Distributed by Weyerhaeuser in 
North America

Fewer steps in finishing
Visual texture
Lasts longer as nicks do not show

Innovative Wood Products



OSB molded for component parts 
OSB used in an interior in Japan

Innovative Wood Products



Softwood ™
Thermally bonded 
and pressure-
molded laminate of 
fabric and wood, 
padded with a 
sheet of 
polyurethane foam.
Developed by an 
Italian designer

Innovative Wood Products



Moldings for 
paneling
Finnish company 
worked with design 
student.

Innovative Wood Products



Flooring
‘Rollywood’
‘Industrial 
Designer’

Innovative Wood Products



Windows
Red Dot Design, Germany
Hidden workings

Innovative Wood Products



Kitchen cabinet doors
Recycled rubber core with  
veneer over

Innovative Wood Products



Innovative 
functionality

Queen bed, sofa, 
bookshelf, 
desk and work 
area in a 8’x8’
footprint

Innovative Wood Products



Innovation from technology
Re-thinking joinery with cnc 
capability in mind

Innovative Wood Products



Innovation 
through 
R&D

Economy of 
materials

Innovative Wood Products



The furniture house

Innovative Wood Products



Re-working the traditional log home.

Innovative Wood Products



Lumber---------Building Products--------Consumer Products

Lumber
Reman.

Composites
Building 

Systems

Flooring
Molding
Siding
Roofing

Doors
Windows
Outdoor living
Pre-fab

Cabinetry Furniture

Low value,
High volume,
simple

High value,
Low volume,
complex

Hard Design - engineering Soft Design-concept

Product Development 
relies more on 
technology

Product Development 
relies more on 
trends/fashion

Wood Product Design



…how it works

Management/Business Strategy

Production/
Engineering

Marketing/
SalesProduct Design

Design



Design for manufacture
Standardization reduces # of 
parts
Foolproof assembly design
Reduce the need for high 
tolerances
Design for the ease of servicing 
the product

Designers make sure the 
‘personality’ of the product is 
not lost in the process.

Design/Production Interface



Marketing looks at consumer 
habits and how to influence 
them.

Design examines the user 
experience and makes the 
product better.

Identifying and satisfying latent 
desires is to truly find a niche 
market

Design/Marketing Interface



Competitiveness is built on a set 
of strategies, design is one of 
them

Allocate adequate time and 
resources for product 
development.

Product development involves 
trade-offs, design plays an 
important role in finding the 
optimal balance of these 
complex issues.

More sexy≈less user-friendly
Cheaper≈less durable

Design/Management Interface



To manufacturers

•A cohesive, brandable product offering
•Higher customer satisfaction and repeat customers
•Higher margins (IMAC)
•Access to new markets (niche markets)
•Agile efficient product development process (faster 
to market)
•Reduce manufacturing and servicing costs
•Reductions in waste
•Free up managers time to concentrate on 
managing.
•Much higher rate of success for new product 
launches
•Sketches, mock-ups and prototypes that concretize 
new products and can facilitate marketing and sales 
efforts.
•better economies of scale (more streamlined 
product offering)
•The development of products that have an intent or 
idea that gives them an emotional appeal that they 
would otherwise not have.

Benefits of Design

To the industry as a whole

•Critical to the evolution from commodity 
mentality.

•Raise value of underutilized or character market 
species.
•Raises credibility of the industry as a whole. (CBC, 
cultural barometer)
•Smooth the transition towards a sustainable industry 
(when learning how to consume less we have to 
reshape practices)
•Help to create a common vision for the industry.
•Help to facilitate cooperation and strategic partnering. 
(differentiation)
•Potential to generate valuable IP
•Facilitates the commercialization of new technology



There is no single activity in your 
business that is more critical to long-

term success than product 
development.

Benefits of Design



Level One
Non professional design 

is used to copy 
successful products 
already on the market.

Relies solely on 
price as advantage
Reacting to trends

Levels of Design



Level Two
Professional design 
is employed to 
continuously 
improve within an 
existing market

Attributes and 
features that 
enable a product 
to sustain a higher 
price
Anticipating trends

Levels of Design



Level Three
Companies that have a 
rigorous design system 
which is continuously 
innovating in order to 
stay ahead of the 
market.

Considered design-
led (Apple, 3M)
Initiating trends 

Levels of Design



Reacting Anticipating Initiating

Design



In most advanced economies of the world, 
design has recently been moved to the 
mainstream of policy agenda.

Why the increased interest in design 
globally?

Why now?

Design



1. Increasing competition in the global 
economy

In the ‘knowledge economy’ innovation and 
creativity provide the competitive edge
In Europe the design industry is growing twice as 
fast as the economy as a whole.

Design



2. Increasing proof of the benefits of design

Quantitative evidence
The Design Council recently completed a study that shows 

design driven companies outperformed the stock 
exchange index in the UK by 200%.

Design





More quantitative evidence

The World Economic Forum’s ‘Global Competitiveness 
Report 2001-2002’ provides a very compelling case for 
design as it indicates a clear, linear relationship between 
the overall competitiveness of a country and its effective 
use of design.

extent of branding, capacity for innovation
uniqueness of product
product process sophistication and extent of marketing 

All top 25 countries scored high in design and all countries but one that 
scored high in design were in the top 25. 

Design



World Forum Rankings 2005-2006

1. Finland 
2. USA 
3. Sweden 
4. Denmark 
5. Taiwan 
6. Singapore 
7. Iceland 
8. Switzerland 

9. Norway 
10. Australia 
11. Netherlands 
12. Japan 
13. United Kingdom 
14. Canada
15. Germany 
16. New Zealand



3. Consumers are becoming more sophisticated

As the material world around us becomes better 
designed, consumer are more critical.

Design



What can we do?

Look to other countries and industries for what 
works;

1. Design advocacy/education
2. Enabling design
3. Design research

Design



1. Advocacy/Education

Seminars/workshops/booklets
High profile spokesperson
Establishing a design presence at industry related 

events
Develop case studies
Demonstration sites
Promote local design in public purchasing decisions 

(Lillehammer Olympics)
Exhibitions/Competitions

Design



Exhibitions/Competitions

‘Walk the Plank’ Denmark, is the result 
of a collaboration between wood 
design students and wood 
manufacturing students.

‘Pining for It’, UK, Sponsored by 
retailer Purves & Purves and the ‘Wood 
for Good’ campaign

To move the aesthetic of pine and spruce 
from the traditional ‘country look’ to a new 
paradigm. 
Designer: Lynn Wilson

Design



Species 
Promotion
QWEB (Quebec Wood 
Export Bureau)
Worked with the”I’s” to 
develop a hard maple 
display
Modern Tea-House
Part room, part 
furniture

Resulted in an award 
and invitation to Paris 
Furniture Show

Led to enquires and 
increased sales of Hard 
Maple



A Note about Exhibitions and 
Competitions
These events tend to be highly collaborative in nature.

When appropriately orchestrated, these events have 
immense impact, although the impact takes time to 
manifest in direct economic success.

Design used in this way increases the visibility of wood 
product manufacturers and helps to create a more 
positive image of the industry as a whole.

Design



2. Enabling

Subsidized design service for first time users 
Tax break or tax credit for using professional design 
Co-op/design internships
Design linking services
Mentoring new designers
Specialized education

Georgia Institute of Technology-master degree in industrial design with 
a specialization in wood products

Design Incubators (speculative design)
Georgia Institute of Technology-Universal Design product prototypes 
with records of invention

Design



3. Research
A study by M.S. Baumgartner/ and R.J. Bush, (2000) called 
‘Beyond Yield Improvement:  Selected Marketing Aspects of 
Character-Marked Furniture’, investigated issues associated with 
selling character-marked wood furniture in the US. 

“to increase the chances of success, designers need to 
be included in the earliest stages of development because to be 
successful, character-marks need to fit with an overall product 
concept that involves attributes such as style, function, price, and 
overall look and feel”

“there are several manufacturers that have introduced 
novel designs that met with initial resistance, but ultimately set the 
stage for widespread design changes in their respective 
industries”

“manufacturers who had a reputation for design 
proactiveness, were far more successful in persuading retailers to 
buy character-marked products”

Design



CRC Wood Innovations - a research centre in 
Australia

Project examples;
modifying wood using microwaves
Application for microwave modified wood
Innovative techniques in bending wood components

Design



CTBA -A wood research centre in France

A three year design research project is underway in 
France regarding the ergonomics of kitchen 
design.  

The research will include; 
a report on kitchen ergonomics
survey on present day habits of kitchen buyers and users
an analysis of user behavior (using video)

The results will be available to all kitchen manufacturers 
to improve their products.

Design



Swedish forest product industry
Exploring synergies between other industries.

Space industry
Some possible technology transfers explored were;

Textile material and carbon added to wood to make it lighter, stronger and 
fireproof.

Waste and water recycling methods, being developed for future Mars 
missions might be applied to pulp and paper waste

Design



In order to successfully implement a design 
initiative, strengthening coordination and 
cooperation is needed first.  

Design initiatives are most successful when 
industry, the design community and 
government are all equally invested.

Design



molo design



molo design



molo design



molo design



christian blyt



christian blyt



christian blyt



christian blyt



brent comber originals



brent comber originals



This is it.



This is it.



Policy Makers

Design strategies are more successful within an 
environment made conducive to innovation by 
government policies.

Any strategy that enhances secondary industry 
performance must also promote and facilitate design. 

Design-friendly policy must embrace longer-term 
strategies.

Design-friendly policy should not have narrowly 
defined outcomes that rely on traditional tangibles.

Think of design as another renewable resource.

Design



Manufacturers 

Work with your 
Associations to find ways 
to improve access to 
design.

There is a need for the 
design community and 
manufacturers to work 
more closely together.

Think of designers as an 
underutilized species.

Design
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